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SUMMARY 

In this paper the necessity for the  research and development work, and the banic 

means to carry out   euch work in the universities of the developing countries are dis- 

cussed.    The  paper gives special weight  to the development of research c^abilitiea 

in the univereities together with assigning responsibility to the universities in the 

transfer of technology.    The paper also discusses the cases of cooperation where 

either a technology has to be transferred or re-created within the developing country. 

Several examples of successful engineering application are given which indicates that 

university industry cooperation in the developing countries can ontimize the use of 

available man «>ower in the technological fields. "" 

Introduction 

Modern economy and society have reach d a stage where research and development 

work become an jssential part of the present day life.    In the gigantic UN meeting in 

Geneva in 1963 Scientists and Technologists from more than 100 countries over two weeks 

have discussed and searched ways and means foi  accelerating the development of the 

developing countries.    One of the main conclusion of the meeting was that, by the 

oareful planning and genereous utilisation of research and development work capabili- 

ties, economical growth could be made more easily and would be less costly, And that 

by this process, optimum utilization of available capital for re-development would be 

made possible.    The conclusion of the  1963 UN conference did not make any distinction 

between the developed and developing countries. 
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In the old days the cooperation between the universities and industry was not 

universal.    Intellectually there was a big gap between the two.    Fortunately, the ra- 

pidly changing technology not only closed the gap but in many instances the industry 

become more advanced than that of university in their dealings with the current techno- 

logical problems.    The period of superiori-y of the universities has come to an end. 

As a result of this the relation between the university and the industry have changed 

its old pattern and a new communication system between the two have been developed. 

The use of consultant by the  industry have accelerated the transfer of knowledge and 

problems from industry to the universities and research laboratories-    All these 

transformation took place because 'ciences and Technologies are expanding and ohanging 

very rapidly.    The machines,  systems and components which are being used by the techno- 

logists of our time are taking now forms with even changing characteristics.    The 

noble desire of modern man to be on the threshold of applied sciences cannot be ful- 

filled if he cannot contribute his share to this,  technological transformation.    The 

responsabilises of the educators in the technological universities are therefore 

extremely significant. If the*e educators themselves cannot take active part in the 

developments of their time then the offerings of their institutions will also be 

behind and certainly will not be able to cope with the problems of the advanoed techno 

logy. 

Another point to consider is the level of education.    It is authors firm opinion 

that the level of engineering education ii. the developing oo ntry can not be basioally 

different than that of education level attained in the universities of the developed 

country.    Furthermore, the social structure, economic organisation and cultural level 

of all countries, are changing at different rates.    It is desirable that the eduoator- 

from developing and developed oountries make some observation on the similarities of 

the responsibilities of applied »oientists in their respective countries.   This first 

point should indioate that the level of teaching and the way of educating engineers 

at an advanced level must not have functional differences reflected in the curriculum 

cores.    Certainly there is no justification for differentiating engineering ourriculuB 

on the basis of the different background of the oountries.   This is an obvious fact 

because it is not possible to find a basic difference in the brain power requirements 

for the solution of engineering oroblems in both group oountries.    For instance, the 
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Turkish engineer who is responsible with the  anplication of computer frequency control 

system on the state power systom in Turkey and the French engineer who will  be doing 

the same work for EDF must have  equal  basic and technological knowledge.    In actuality 

the engineer in the developing country muBt  pass      much wider experience and broad view. 

Because he  is not only dealing with the mo< ?rn techniques,  but he will alno be dealing 

with the problems which have been transferred from engineering level to that of 

technician level. 

A last point to consider is that in the develoning countries,  canital for 

industrialization is not limitless.    This fact has become a main reason for slowness 

in the economic and industrial expansion of the developing countries.   The mechanism 

for the accumulation of canital for industrial expansion has not been found and the 

condition for it have not been securely established. Due to the unavailability of 

capital for industrial expansion, the re soon sibil i ty of engineers has grown beyond the 

limits seen in the western countries*    Any error that an engineer may make regarding 

expenditures which requires engineering decision could endanger the economy of the 

oountry. Shortages of caoital as well as of experts in economy and finance put a heavy 

load on the shoulders of the engineer. Therefore,  the technological universities must 

absorb the additional task of oroviding necessary background information on finance 

and basic economics for engineers. The problems that are broadly described above can 

be solved only by a man of proper eduoation, experience and attitude. The prime 

restxmsibility *f the technological universities is to giva these basic qualities to 

the engineers of the future. How these qualities be given,  in what medium and with what 

type of personnel?   The author feels that the nroblems described can only be solved 

if the institutions providing engineering education are actively engaged in industrial 

and basic research.   Research is a way of training in the mind which makes it possible 

for the research worker to adjust himself to the requirements of his time and provides 

him «ith a tool for solving problems not previously encountered.    Could these qualities 

be acquired in an institution where little or no research is done?   Certainly not. 

Thus for the sake of the engineers of the future,  our institutions must involve them- 

selves in research work on a much larger scale. 

Scientific discoveries have forced educators to incorporate more and more new 

materials Into the undergraduate curriculums.    This tendency brings a new problem to 
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the surface,  which  is the  selection of materials to lx.  included in the engineering 

curriculums.    D.H.   Christonherson    Tonosed the following criteria for the  inolusion 

of a particular subject  in engineering: 

"...  it  is sufficiently fundamental and based on scientific principle to 

remain valid and relevant nc matter ••' ./   develo;ments ir. techniques and 

materials may  take  place during the  professional  lifetime of the st^dantj 

"...  is broad enough to form a baais for communication and coopération with 

almost any other branch of science or engineering;  "...   all the subjects 

studied form a coherent whole so  that the  student can understand the 

relationship between them and the reason for the inclusion of each of them 

in the education of a man proposing to take his  -lace,  at least in the 

early stages of his career in a oartioular industry..." 

Spontaneous applications of these criteria are not sufficient.    The faculties 

must also have other preparation such as industrial experience and research experience 

based on industrial motivations.    On the basis of our experiences at H.E.T.U. 

(Middle East Technical University, Ankara), and certainly it should be true in all 

engineering colleges, one could safely state that instructors with little or no 

industrial experience have slight appreciation for th.^ orofdssion for whioh they are 

supposedly preparing their students.    In order to correct this unhealthy situation it 

is necessary to develop university industry cooperation which will permit a much wider 

interchange of ideas and personnel. 

The pre-^iniversity education of the students should also be controlled.    The 

habits one can get  in early school years can play a vital role in a person's future 

career.   The job of the universitiefe could be very much eased if in the country1 s 

technical and scientific high schools or lyceeB one established proper teaohing 

facilities.    The  stimulation of a scientific outlook must be encouraged in every phase 

of the lives of a oeople who are concerned with their economic development.    Efforts 

must be genuinely made for popularization of soience and technology.   Technological 

and scientific publications should be distributed as widely as possible. 

1.    CHRISTOPHSnSON, D.G.,  "Whither Engineering Education",  journal of Engineering 
Eduoation, Vol.53, No.9» November 1962, 
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Thus in order to bring research into university,  the  country  in question must 

provide the  following as  a whole:   oublie awareness,   science-and technology-oriented 

J    schools at the secondary level,   strong cooperation between universities and industries 

in the field of research as well as training faculty and young engineers, and sufficient 

financial support   ,o form a sound foundati n for scientific envelopment,    the final 

stage of the development of a young engineer will bo completed in the university, 

where he will gain hie knowledge,  scientific outlook and attitudes.    In this process 

the  influence of this university professor will be very effective  and predominant. 

A simple play-back type of education would not work.    The teacher must be able to 

inject new ideas into his lectures from time to time, which he can do if he has been 

doing research. 

However, research as part of the university's activities should not be over- 

emphasised.    Dr. J.H. Holloman, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and 
2 

Technology    advocates an ideal balance between researoh and social awareness. He stated: 

"Our engineering schools have become citadels of research,  staffed by faculties 

which are more oriented to theoretical problems than to real problems.   Our 

graduate engineering students are more prepared for research than for analysis 

synthesis, conception and design.    There  is little provision for teaching 

.know-how and how-to.    The practical approach, the hard solution of problems, 

the awareness of cost-benefit ratios,  these elements are all too often i^»red 

or looked down upon". 

•The situation is all the more incredible when we consider that engineering, 

by its very nature and definition,  is basically composod of these vital in- 

¿redianta.    It is sometimes facetiously said that the scientist does not oare 

what happens to the knowledge he seeks,  that he doesn't even care about   its 

useful applications.    Whatever might be said about the validity and appropria- 

teness of this point of viev; for the scientist, we are in trouble when the 

graduate engineer begins to adopt these views,  for to whom else do we turn for 

the solutions of our problems, who else is concerned with the application of 

2.    HOLIX)MAN, J.H.,  "Information, Knowledge and National "ower",  RID, 
Research and Development Vol.15, No.l, January I964. 
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knowledge   for the benefit  of  society?  I  quer-tion whether engineering can truly be 

considered to have come of age until the  profession has learned these valuable 

leasonB..." 

In the developing countries  industry and government organizations cannot be used 

as rich sources of qualified teachers for university level euueation. Usually industrie 

do not have research and development departments.  The mont able persons on their staff 

are usually burdened by administrative duties which leave them no time  for technical 

development and scientific discoveries. The training of faculty members becomes almost 

exclusively the  responsibility of the academic institutions.  Calculations indicate 

that the rate of expansion in educational facilities must be much higher in the de- 

veloping countries. Therefore universities have the additional responsibility for 

training the major part of their own increasing staff. Is it possible for a university 

to train potential faculty members without active  research programs? The answer is 

certainly negative. Perhaps this by itself is a formidably oowerful reason to bring 

research into the universities as  scon as they are established. There have been many 

examples of bad teaching in universities where research no ver had sufficient priority. 

In such institutions it is not uncommon to see professors teaching the  same subjects 

year after year using the same  textbook without changing problems or even exam 

questions.  It  is very unfair to  a young engineer to go through this inadequate eduoatic 

and he will suffer when a more  advance knowledge and application is required of him. 

University administrators must  be  alert anc  should design nee ssary control devices 

for checking the  ill effects of "out of their time" faculties. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEARCH CAPABILITIES 

Research and engineering education has become an inseparable entity due to the 

requirements of the present technology and its possible changes in the near future. 

Thus in the technological universities the following should be  provided in their 

curriculuas. 

1.    Educational programs must be designed so   that graduates will possess capa- 

bilities which will make it easy for them to adjust to the requirements of their 

country at a future time. This kind of ability,  which yields self-reliance,  can only 

be acquired through training that  includes research experience. 
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2. If the  curriculum?;  aro  designed  to incorporate a  n^xLmum  amount of baaic 

sciences the  graduate will   then be  able   to follow uo new diBcoverien because he  pos- 

sesses  the required physics,   mat-hematics and techniques for analyzing problems of his 

own particular branch of enigneering. 

3. Engineering institution::   should  '^  :OV,F  thai   th..   iroí^ssion of engineering 

requires lifelong learning,   and entails a responsibility  to   mas along the fruits of 

this learning to others in the  orof^sion. 

4. He must be  given a broad enough background for him  to  realize his position 

in society and his responsibility toward its members.  There  is no  doubt that auplied 

scientists have much to contribute  to the harpiness of mankind.  The   curriculum must 

provide  this kind of understanding in the nontechnical subjects. 

5. In summary,  the apDlied  scientist must acquire these  attitutìé«    during his 

education. He must know how to cooperate with oeonle within and also outside his pro- 

fession;  he must be able to coordinate his activities with the works of others on a 

given problem;  and finally,  he must be able to communicate with others in order to 

gain more benefit from his work as well as from the works of others.  It may justifi- 

ably 1»e  stated that without cooperation,  coordinatior and communication it is not 

possible  to do  seriou:; research. 

In the developing countries the most difficult part in establishment of research 

programs is the lack of confiderce and ability to make a pta^t. The reason for it is 

that in their universities a scientific atmosfere has not be^n established. They lack 

organized seminars,  through which new ideas can be generated and unsolved oroblems 

identified. The organization of Th.D. programs would do much  to avert waste of mental 

capacities. 

Methods of Selecting Research and Development Projects 

Research and development in growing countries is initiated largely by government 

agencies responsible  for assessing and developing the natural  resources of the country. 

The methods used in these  processes may be classified as research  but,  in general, 

research and development in the accepted äerule-'can enly be introduced by the establish- 

ment of research institutes and universities an well as by the development of large 

industries. 
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The  major  task  in  starting r.nearch  is  the   identification of basic problems. 

Since   the  economy  is  essentially weak,   there  mu^t  be   a  siecifice objective,   in other 

words,   the  uroblema  selected  roust  be  concerned with either engineering or as^p^ed 

research.   Basic  research in  the  developing countries will   follow as  a natural need of 

the  growth and accumulation of ^lerienc^-   ..**  technological    :.i aoplied science  re- 

search.   However,   it must be   said that  if it  is nossiblc   to do basic  research first 

then it will eventually give  rise  to the development of engineering and applied re- 

search capabilities. 

In the initial  stage the  responsible organizations,  mainly the universities, 

must be  given considerable  responsibility for carrying out research and development. 

This must be establishe" as part of normal academic life.  It not only will help the 

academic personnel  in the universities to  gain experience and proficiency bit at the 

same  time bring them  into close contact with the  nroblems of their country. Therefore 

universities or rasearch institutes should work closely with the various appropriate 

organizations in the  country,   in order to  selectnroper research problems. Such 

contacts should be  planned with great care,   because  it may be very difficult for the 

leaders of industry to admit  franHly that they have  a problem which they do not know 

how to sol^e.  In fact,  occasionally one may meet a situation where  a responsible 

person in an organization may not even recognize how research and development can 

ease his problems.    Research workers in the universities or in the  research organi- 

zations must do tl.eir best  to gain the coi fidence and co-one *ation of their colleague] 

in industry. 

At M.E.T.U.  few years ago we went in small groups to talk to  industrial leaders 

->n general   problems ari on the possibility of identifying joint work.  In fact,  in 

most cases we asked  them to help us to start research or development work. By listen- 

ing and talking to them, we  ;,.r./e been able  to  list many problems which we think re- 

quire  special attention. Later, we discussed among the university staff those problem 

to which on the basis of available equioment and oersonnel we thought  satisfactory 

solutions could be  obtained. 

It  should airo  be recognized that universities or research organizations must 

gain the  confidence  of industry by obtaining results which have immediate application 

Thus,   the  initial  problems  selected must be  outstanding and easily  solved with   úhe 
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facilities  at  command.  Once   a cromi se  ir. made by thu  research organizations or 

university  for the  solution of  a  soecific  probier, or  d-'valoonent of a sfociai  device 

the promise must be keot.  '''hen  industry if convinced that  there are definite  gains 

j    from research work,  thon the  required relations for Œore  joint work will  be establi- 

shed,   and su-nort  by industry for restarci   establishments wi.l increase. 

Until  sufficient exneri ¿neu  is accumulated in selecting: and conducing research 

work,   it  is  advisable  that a frequent review of potential  "nd existing research 

projects bu made in order to decide which nrojects to  continue, which projects to 

close down,  and which to initiate.  In fact, evaluation of existing projects is pro- 

bably more  imoortant than selecting new oroject. The research leaders must alo decide 

on the  importance of each oroject in order to *"ix the  priority of allocation of the 

available  facilities. 

The new universities everywhere have a common problem in selecting suitable 

candidates for training and acquiring qualified scientists on their staff,  at the 

same  time nroviding working conditions and atmosphere  in which the scientist can 

produce  and work happily. This is the major task of the  administrators and founders 

of a new university.  Similar problems exist in the newly established unviers ities in 

the develooed countries.  However,  in the develooing countries,  in view of the  lack of 

experience  in university administration,   lack of facilities and lack of a basic infra- 

structure which automatically producoP healthy growth,  much more routine work will be 

required from the teaching members. Unfotunately, these handicaps are definite de- 

terrents to creative research and could be used by academic personnel as reasons 

against instituting research projects. 

Once the scientist failsto orovide a creative environment, it will also be 

extremely difficult for him to acknowledge the fact that he is falling scientifically 

behind i and that he has lost contact with his own particular scientific interest« 

''/hen this dangerous stage is reached, it is oossible that he will use trivial academic 

points for their political significance to his position and suppress young and more 

competent people beneath him. He will try toreinforce his oosition by acting the 

"big man". The stagnation of the scientific ootentials in developing countries is 

due mainly to the existence of this attitude. The author feels very strongly that the 

prime objective in establishing a new university in a developing country should be 
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the  creation of capabilities for research and deveio-m-nt  right from  the  start. 

The  stage of development, especially of applied  science and technol»^ in deve- 

loped countries,   fore-   scientists al ;ays  t-   look ahead and not tolook back at oreviou! 

work,  which means they will  take  for ground that some of fp • problems which have  beei 

solved,and the  solutions which ti^y have   t^en using for several years  do not need 

further consideration.   <"uch practices may yield endlose sources of development and 

research problems for scientists working in nuw universities. The  powerful industrial 

organizations would rather levólen now products and raroly go back to   further deve- 

lopment of those  things which they themselves hav* engineered several  years ago and 

which they could improve.  Therefore,  by  inventing new ways of doing similar job, 

scientists in the newly-«stablished universities could improve on the  operation and 

performance of already established processes. The history of the development of 

Etikur AM Carrier Receiver and Transmitter^,  developed by M.E.T.U.  for the State 

Power Comnany of Turkey   (Etibant),   is an excellent example of this  fact  (see. 

Turkish r,atent III49) 

Lastly, the new universities in the developing countries require large amounts 

of money for training staff, for building, new facilities, and for getting necessarj 

teaching and research laboratory apparatus Thus, they must have all the support thai 

government and other organizations cm ¿jive to them. For this Purpose, they must pro^ 

by their efforts ir research and iüvelopr,-t that they can contribute to the economi« 

and industrial development of th->  country 

(1) by training nrooerly qualified personnel who will serve in government and 

civilian organizations with success,  and 

(2) by developing innovations which will create new jobs and thus contribute 

to the economic development of country 

In order to achieve these objectives,  the government of the country of the 

developing university and the supporting organizations msut be firm from the start t 

encourage the highest  possible standard.  It must be  realized that this cannot be 

bought cheaply however and investment  in universities has the richest national retux 

Following this,   it  should also te  remembered that   the psychological impact of 

research and development  in the new developing countries plays a significant role ii 

gettiEg the required  political support which can eabily be converted  into financial 

suooort. 
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Implementation of the Research Rb3ultp 

The  most difficult   ^rt of research  a: id  leveionnent  werk ív, the utiliz'.tion of 

the  results of research,   that  ir-:,  commercializaticn of   the work iene   in  t e   labora- 

tories or  introduction of new manufacturing techniques.   Unfortunately,   in  the  less 

ieveloned  countries,  the   research  -rtfariz -- ionn tiurt   continu,  in their effort after 

the completion of the  rosearen  oroject,   in order to make   s'ari that efficient  transla- 

tion of  the   laboratory result  into commercial  oractice  will be made. 

In the develoning economies one  en observe rmny examples :f a grandiose  start 

for the manufacture of some industrial  goods, which then failed because of lack of 

support of those efforts by research and ievelooment departments. In fact,  even the 

assembly line- tyoe industries, which are  bein¿ introdacedin the newly developing 

countries,   will not survive  the corine tit ion with the  rvarent company or with other 

companies manufacturing similar goods.  It must be stated that with establishment of 

new industries supDorting research departments must also  be formed. 

The  communication cf researca results from tho research worker to  the manufacturer 

or user of the research results is a very difficult problem, especially if the re- 

search is  initiated without  full aupnort  of the industry concerned. This constitutes 

a ma^or handicap for the   implementation o" research refaits obtained in the univer- 

sities,  because, as it was  in this country,  in most cases the projects are initiated 

by the  suggestions of scientists in the universities.  Therefore, industry has some 

reservations on the successful utilization of thu research refaits. This implies 

immediately that research projects initiated by the universities in the less developed 

countries induces % higher degree of reBponnibility of the type which,  in the developed 

countries,  belongs to industry itself» 

Another fact to consider is the conversion of ideas into a practical device. In 

industrial countries a decay curve for  the new products,  developed in the research 

laboratories,  l,e. ideas by stage of evolution, indicates that if 32 new ideas are 

considered,  only one successful new product will be obtained. 

3« Delmar W. Karger and Robert C. Murdick.  "Managing Engineering and Research", 

book by the Industrial Press, 13 Worth St., New York 13, 'JSA-i Page 10. 
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This figure   should be very high for research conducted  in tue universities. To 

prevent such high mortality rette  or to  anoure   nuocer rate  in the  applied or engineer] 

research, university research detriments must   also   evaluate  the   following points as 

accurately as possible - before,  during and in thu  application stage. 

1. The  end produce,  either  -n au'.vu".  xs or form of oro-  ss,  muet be- applicable 

to the organization which supports research orojects. 

2. If it  is a particular device or a component of a device/r       -.vr    <•  

1-.;:•  ,  the supporting orgrnization must have  a sufficient number of needs for it. 

3. Raw material or semi-manufactured components must be available for local 

manufacture,  and necessary technical personnel  should be found in the country for the 

introduction of the new manufacturing : rocesses,  as well as for the manufacture of ne 

devices. 

4. The product should/manufactured with minimum capital investment, in fact it 

is preferable tant the first year's production should be realized by the utilization 

of existing facilities in the supporting organization. 

5. The supporting organization should have a complote capacity and technical 

know-how for the manufacture of the product,  or such capacity should be nrovided witk 

manimum difficulties and costs. 

6. The costs of the product,  taking into account the costs of development, 

investment,  and depreciation, murt be COT. -tibie with that of the available commerci* 

products 

7. The comparison of the new product with available ones must have favorable 

features for its introduction. 

Obviously,  the assessment of the above seven points will not be completed befon 

the completion of the product. 

However,   if the research worker has enough determination in seeing that his 

research will not be terminated into a ir.er«  patent, he should follow it through, a« 

if he were the manager of the research development department of a well organised 

company. This is process of educating people  in industry,  in gowernment organisatio 

and the research workers in the  research laboratories and universities, who all muet 
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find their own ways and means of communicating research results to proper places for 

coromerical utilization. The methods employed in well-develoned industry may come  later 

as a natural developnent of science,  technology,  and the art of industrial success. 

Respons-ibilitv of industry 

The cooperation with industry could be accomplished more easily if the univer- 

sities could »how that industry would gain by applied research. The  initiation of 

well-balanced relations with industry is very difficult. In ordor to break the ice 

between them it is desirable that the university should identify and solve some of 

the problems of industry without Imposing any obligation. In the developed countries 

this relation has been established and mutual organizations for research, development, 

control of standards, etc., have been established. In the United States, B.C.P.D. 

(Engineering Council for Professional Development), A.S.E.E.  (American Society for 

Engineering Education) and professional societies are all organized for this purpose. 

The creation of similar types of organizations joining industry with universities 

could help to foster more productive relations between them.  In a meeting at M.E.T.U. 

in June 1966 the author asked the leaders of industry to provide or do the following 

as a means to greater cooperation: 

ih 
1. Engage in mutually beneficial instructional activities in the academic 

institutions. Industry should utilize the facilities of the universities, requesting 

that they offer refresher courses on new discoveries that may become applicable in 

La    their organisations; industry might lend the services of their engineers and 

scientists for the purpose of conducting special lectures on thu operational and 

application problems which may have   tcadomic features. 

2. Employ academic personnel during the summer months to work in industry. 

Both industry and faculty would benefit almost immediately from such an arrangement. 

3. Give direct aid to the academic institutions for training professional 

industrial engineers, until these industries are able to set up. industrial-education- 

training departments of thair own. Especially valuable would be programs whereby the 

student alternates time spent in industry and in the academic institution, perhaps 

spending a semester at each. 

4*    Sponsor researoh. The university's role as recipient of research grants 

should be to select deserving students and to keep strengthening the avenues of co- 

operation with industry. 
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5. To  show faith in the   technical abilities  and know-how ootenti&ls of the 

universities by usirw: ih.;   "syst;:."  -is a consultant.   If tta university cannot orovide 

vnow-how on a snecific ^rcblem  fr-m  its won resources,  it  should  orocure   i*  fron 

outsida. 

6-    To encou: xga  faculty ani  studenti- who    .ave  contribu ,cd Vdry greatly in the 

development of new devices and manufacturing orcccsses by giving soccial pnsos and 

citations. 

7.    To support and actively participate  in the yearly conference of the pro- 

fessional societies and Bet up exhibitions at  these conference, 

ft.E.T.U. - INDUSTRY COOPERATION 

The sohool of engineering of M.E.T.U. has  initiated university-industry coope- 

ration programs for nearly fifteen years. In the  initial periodtbJÈ programs were more 

less in an accidental basis. The  specific orobloms brought to the attention of the 

concemod faculty member by the  industry or the government organization through 

personal contact. Â new by Law of M.E.T.U. will sys+emakiz,'  this aspect of the 

operation. 

In the  civil engineering deoartment several harbour and dams model  projects have 

been completed since 1559.  Several hundred thousands of dollars have been saved by 

this (^operation and construction time  for these  projects have been reduced coneide- 

rably. The descriptive  liste of projects completed in M.E.T.U. is published in the 

engineering school progress reports. 

In the  electrical onginaering department most of the thesis work in M.S. and 

Ph.D.  level were  selected amongst the industrial oriented problems.  Some are specified 

by the industry in th¿ form of suggestion and specific request and others have been 

initiated on the basis of the wants of the faculty members. On the basis of such an 

attitude,  the Turkish industry has gained two new members in the instrument trans- 

former manufacturing field   The current and vnltoge transformar manufacturing techno- 

logy has been recreated in the country. The families of communication equipment for 

state    power    system company has been develooed through the cooperation of M.E.T.U. 

and TEK (State ?ower Comoany)  the acceleration of the technology oriented industry 

in the country has taken important momentum through the applied research conducted 

in the university.  Some of the  systom oriented researches in the electrical er.gineerin 

department has found practical application in the improvement and expansion of the 

Turkish power transmission and distribution systems. 
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In the  ehem..cal engineering department several  industrial oriented projects 

jointly ~>r only on the  supoort   of M.E.T.J,  huvv   been completed.  Amongst these  the 

following four projucts will  be  mentioned becaur.j of th::ir importance .and financial 

impact on the  economy of the  country. 

1. Scfrœkeiess lignite  project 

2. Bricketting of the  lignite dust 

3. Calcination of celemenita in fluidized bed 

4. Beneficiation of Kincal 

The  first two projects are also  important because of their impact on the airpollution 

problem «f Ankara which is known to be the one of the worst city in air pollution. 

The contribution   .f these project  tc the economy of the country is estimated to be 

around 4 million dollars per annum. 

In the mechanical engineering department a sugar beat machine has been developed 

and successfully being used by the  sugar industries M.E.T.U.  has obtained a oatent 

for this machine, but it is not transformed into a commercially available product. 

One reason for this is that no one has come out to follow up this particular product. 

Another reason is that the university could not turn overthe patent right to any 

arivate machine industry. The acceleration of the  transformation of the primitive 

Turkish agriculture into a mcdern industry requires more agricultural machines which 

may be developed through the research and development work in the university. This 

aspect of the Turkish agricultural problem must be  considered  in a "bold" program. 

The new "Land reform" law in Turkuy also requires modernization of the agricultural 

structure which can only be done by developing or transforming an agricultural 

iJMttètrial technology into the country. 

The collaboration between the industry and the Department of Mech. Eng. has 

developed rather slowly due to the problems indógenous to a rapidly growing industry. 

Because of the large gap between the demand and supply, the private industry is after 

quick results which cannot easily be responded to by an institutions which is basi- 

cally an academic one, and the government establishments, with the specific problems 

of their cwn, are not able to capitali« on an idea and persevere to the end. 

Changing an idea into a commercial or useful apefu!  engineering product passes 

through the  three main stages such as; design,  development and production. Por an t  
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advanced cDuntrie«, or wnen   it  oann>t  trulyy be  said to  b, a competitive industry, 

this sequence   is, „or.  or I.MP,   in  tho   reverse order.  Thu,,   the  main problem is one 

of  reduction,   in which case   the  transfer  of production  knew how with  the  idea becomes 

much more  annealing to  tho   inveir  iuo  to   th,  short-cut  it afford,  in sharing the 

market.  vhtìn the  e^.visn^d  oroduct  .oeo n,     r-jquir, much engineering skill,   the 

existing models  since  the quality and „fficiencv d> not,   as yet,  olay a dominant rolo 

as would he  in a cornatiti•  industry.  C, nsequently,   th,  development of the   collabo- 

ration has been hindered mainly duo  to  these factors causing a stalemate at  times. 

However,   the Dent,  of Mech.  Enß.  nade   a broad move   to oromote  the collaboration 

by starting an extension campus at Cazianteo,  which can be said to be  the capital of 

Turkey in unorganized small  industry. This orcviano. is a typical example of the state 

„here the  small industry has reached to  the Peak with their means and know how, but 

needs a fresh impetus for break-through. This provides a Promising chance to animate 

many of the projects developed but not materialized by this department. It is indeed 

lucky that Cazianton's unorganized industry is at the moment  the subject matter of a 

unique U.N.  project under the supervision of UNIDO. Th.  coopération between UNIDO and 

the METO would yield results which will bring a new dimension to the  collaboration 

between the industry and the universities,  particularly,  in the developing countries. 

In the mining and geological  engineering departments several nationally important 

projects have been considered. Among these,  the determination of the Devrigi, Iron 

are parameters can be mentioned. Because on the ba.is of tho  research work at M.E.T.U. 

the stated organization have initiated 40 million dollars mining facilities project 

in the Divrigi iron are region. 

The youngest department of the faculty is the industrial engineering department. 

This department has engaged with industry in several industrial engineering problems. 

The industrial engineering and industrial management field is wide open in the country. 

The development of a comnetancy in these  field will bring many more  problems to the 

University from the  industry. 

Lastly the metallurgical engineering department of the  faculty has also been 

engaged in industrially oriented Problems. The  rapid development of  the metal industry 

and the  quality    requirements of the existing machine  and metal industries will result 

in more collaboration with industry. 
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Another  field wh.ír¿  M.E.T.U.   has coooerated with  industry is   the field  of per- 

sonal   assistance  from the   faculty members.  One   faculty member  war,  anocinted  as 

director general of Turkish ^etroleu,n Organization. Another one acted fir nearly tw 

years  as director of  the   3rd steel  plant  which   i a the   biggest   industrial project  in 

the country- 

Since  the  foundation of M.E.T.U.  in  1957  the  faculty of engineering ha* offered 

2641 B.S., 8«^ M.S.   and 8  Ph.D.  degrees.   In the  degrees of M.S.  and Ph.D.   the  faculty 

requires M.S.  thesis and Ph.D. Dissertations. Many of those wurk can be transformed 

into commercial proposition if a supDorting industry and organization can be  found. 

Many faculty members including the author of this paper has also acted as consultant 

to the  stata  planning organization. The  formulation of the  3rd five year development 

plan reflects  in nart the  ideas of the  faculty members. Partly, on  the recommendation 

and special research of the M.E.T.U. faculty the  3rd five year plan will give more 

weight  to the development of technologically oriented industrie?.  Therefore  the  co- 

operation with industry will be expanded many folds and thus vitality of the 

University will be  strengthen/during the  nlan oeriod  1973-1977, of the 3rd  plan. 

Conclusión 

University industry cooperation plays an imDortant role   in the development of an 

üconomy of a country in the develoDing countries.  It  is true  that much lio  service is 

fcaid to the  idea of cooperation. But unfortunateljy there exists no single  formula for 

ormulating a cooperation programs in fact each problem due  to  its  peculiarity must be 

íandled by itself and cooperation program must be designed accordingly,  nerhaps on a 

lontract basis. 

The important point is that the attitude of the  administrators and faculty members 

lust be right for such a collaboration.  Compulsory summor work in industry will help 

he faculty member to acquire keen interest in industrial problems. The suooort of the 

•eaearch and development work in the universities by all concern parties will produoe 

esire  result. 

The importance of the  cooperation idea can be proved by the fact that on the basis 

>f M.E.T.U.1 s approach Turkish industry and industrial  injfrastracture has gained 

acuities ooating more than 3 billion Turkish  oounds and that yearly contribution 

f the   industrial organizations created or improved upon by f'.E.T.U. - Industry 
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Cooperation  jxcluling trained   ;n*;in^jrs  is amounting moro   than 200 million Turkish 

oound. 

Development of  the  industrial research  laboratories,   therefore  should be  re- 

commonted and  should bo  supported who ne vor oossibU. 
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